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Fake pills

Hawally detectives arrested two citizens and an Iraqi with
illicit pills and fake sexual stimulants, said security sources,
noting that on being stopped at a checkpoint, the suspects
seemed nervous, and on searching them, detectives found
40 illicit pills and 60 aphrodisiacal pills. A case was filed. 

Search for harasser

A female citizen filed a case accusing an unidentified
man of insulting her through phone messages when
she turned his flirting attempts down. A case was filed
and the suspect is being summoned. 

Man says beaten
for driving by camp

KUWAIT: A citizen filed a case against six others accusing
them of assaulting and beating him because he drove by
their camp in Kabd desert, said security sources, noting
that the man provided a medical report of his injuries. The
citizen said he passed by the suspects’ camp looking for
his friends’ camp, which the suspects did not believe. A
case was filed and the suspects are being summoned. 

Shooting report

Jahra detectives were alerted on receiving reports of
hearing some gunshots in Naseem, said security
sources, noting that the area was accordingly combed
without any results. The sources added that state secu-
rity was informed and that further investigations were
still in progress. 

Drunk driving

A citizen was arrested in Jahra for drinking, dangerous
driving and resisting arrest, said security sources. Case
papers indicate that reports were made about a vehicle
being driven in an unsteady course in Waha. A police
patrol was dispatched to the scene where the suspect
resisted arrest and assaulted policemen before they
brought him under control. 

Budget deficit
Al-Anbaa

By Dr Nermin Al-Houti

Words we want to present to those we do not
know! As when we ask and search to know
which area we want to focus on today, to

thank and laud its performance in preserving and
developing Kuwait, but we found that the decision is
in the hands of more than one area. Out of this coop-
eration in the love of Kuwait, our words today
includes much thanks and recognition for those who
keep security in Kuwait, so our lines today will be
“flashes” for stands we saw and heard about and hats
off to them and those who took the decision for that:

* We heard lately about individuals who carry out
inspections, not only on residential homes, but all
over Kuwait, whose mission is to register material
violations for those who waste water, and here we
“thank you” for appointing an eye that guards, watch-
es and punishes those who waste water.

* We are going through a legal awakening, and we
mean Deputy Premier and Interior minister Sheikh
Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-Sabah, when he ordered
Interior Ministry commanders to follow legal proce-
dures during raids. That is the law, and that is the
spirit of cooperation between government bodies to
preserve Kuwait’s security and stability, and we tell
the interior minister “may you be strong.”

* Since the start of the new year 2016, we are liv-
ing in a revitalized era of culture and arts through the
cooperation between Information Ministry, Amiri
Diwan, and the Cabinet. We thank all workers at Dar
Al-Athar Al-Islamiya, Martyr’s Park and the National
Council for Culture Arts and Letters for all their cul-
tural cooperation that resulted in enriching, support-
ing and developing the cultural and art movement,
so Kuwait remains the cradle of Gulf culture.

A final word: Kuwait remains a shining beacon for
the entire world with the solidarity of its people and
government under the banner of the Al-Sabah ruling
family. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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KUWAIT: This picture taken from Kuwait City on Friday shows a seagull flying over the Arabian Gulf waters. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Al-Anbaa

By Dr Zainab Al-Hasawi 

The aim of the strategy of vocational development
for integration school directors in Kuwait is to
achieve comprehensive quality in achieving voca-

tional development for those directors as well as public
education through creating a solid infrastructure of
experts with public education in general and for stu-
dents with special needs in particular. 

This has to be done in a way that suits the Kuwaiti
society’s goals and through seeking excellence by sup-
porting integration staffs with all needed means and
capabilities to motivate leaders to excel, handle interna-
tional developments in caring for students with special
needs and achieve equality and equal opportunities
amongst public education learners by making the inte-
gration of students with special needs the basic rule of
setting public education policies with the aim of ulti-
mately providing education for all. 

In addition, several strategic alternatives have been
drawn to develop the management of integration
school directors’ training and vocational development
centers in Kuwait that include training national staff in

those centers and qualifying them to run integration
schools, linking integration requirements for the local
labor market with higher education, exchanging expert-
ise, using effective electronic means of communication
amongst universities and training centers and providing
job opportunities for majors that benefit integration. 

In order to achieve such alternatives, strict measures
should be applied to grant masters and PhD degrees at
education faculties in order to develop specialized inte-
gration staffs. A special comprehensive and updated
database of all related applications should be made
through coordination between specialized faculties and
vocational development centers. Awareness campaigns
should be launched to boost public awareness of the
significance of vocational development programs
throughout public education facilities and training cen-
ters and protocols of cooperation should be made with
leading foreign schools over applying school directors’
vocational development programs. (To be continued). 

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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Student’s shooters arrested

Jordanian security sources recently arrested a man sus-
pected of shooting a Kuwaiti student inside a university
campus in Jordan last week, said security sources. In
this regard, the student’s father, Adel Al-Nabhan said
that his son’s shooters were arrested thanks to the com-
bined efforts exerted by the Jordanian security, the
Jordanian Royal Court and the Kuwaiti embassy in
Jordan. He added that the university’s administration
also decided to expel four of the security guards who
had helped the suspects escape the scene and for
allowing them into campus carrying guns in the first
place. — Al-RaI & Al-Abaa


